Ford 460 engine build

Off-the-shelf stroker kits are commonly available for the engine. This kit consisted of a 4. Any
automotive enthusiast would agree that the quest for more power is the true addiction. From
simple bolt-ons to hardcore internals such as different bore and stroke combinations tend to
fuel our burning desire. Every enthusiast seems to have a passion for a particular brand of
manufacturer. This engine was first produced in and 84 years later there are tons of aftermarket
parts available for about any engine combination you can think of. Another engine of the Ford
family that is still gaining steam is the series, most commonly known as the and Both blocks
share the same bore of 4. The has a stroke of 3. Some say that the label of the series came from
the crankshaft stroke of the because you could take a block and install crankshaft and pistons
and have cubic inches. They both shared a lot of the same internals and there were different
levels of performance offered by Ford with changes to the heads, intake, camshaft, and
carburetor. The series engine was first introduced in and was produced until Almost 20 years
after the end of production, with the help of the aftermarket, these engines are still making huge
power today. As an automotive technician, I have had the opportunity to work on several series
engines yet never really grasped its full power potential. Several months ago, I had an
opportunity to build a drag racing engine and would like to share the experience. Just as with
any other project, in order to make big power from a engine you need to start with a good block.
This late-style engine is externally balanced the others prior to were internally balanced and
uses a crankshaft with slightly smaller counterweights. The counterweights are smaller because
the block has deeper cylinders of almost a quarter-inch toward the oil pan. Rumor has it that
this was done so that the engine could be used in heavy-duty applications where deeper piston
skirts could be used. Advertisement Because of the deeper cylinders, early block internals
could be used into the later block, but some clearance tweaking may be needed to clear the
counterweights of early style crankshafts. Since internally balanced assemblies are preferred
for racing it is better to use an early style block such as the D0VE-A since it would have thicker
main caps and may or may not be a four bolt main. But, if you are building a stroker engine the
D9TE block may offer more rigidity with the deeper cylinders. One important thing to consider
about the series engines is its oiling system. The and do not incorporate priority main oiling. Oil
is pumped from the oil pan through the oil filter and into the front main galley of the block where
the front main journal and front cam journal are pressurized. From there, oil enters the
passenger side lifter valley then to the drivers side lifter valley and then branches down the rest
of the camshaft journals and finally to the rest of the main journals. There have been some
extensive modifications done to factory blocks to incorporate priority main oiling, but the block
will still lack some of the other features and benefits offered from an aftermarket block.
Aftermarket blocks are often overlooked because the price may not be as appealing as the
prized junkyard block you may have found at a great deal. There are several options available to
consider when purchasing an aftermarket block based on the application and future potential of
the engine. There are entry level versions that have high nickel content casting, 4-bolt main
caps 1 through 5, priority main oiling, and bore size up to 4. Racing blocks have a solid ladder
valley tray, Siamese cylinder bores, billet steel bearing caps, and bores capable of 4. The great
thing is that these blocks come with a number of options that are available when ordering such
as bore size, variety of lifter bore sizes, main bearing size Cleveland main size available and
cam bearing size. Advertisement Production cylinder heads for the series engines were cast
iron. Each cylinder head casting number has its own level of performance based on its intended
application. Here is a list of a few different casting numbers and the application to help guide
your project if you choose to use factory cast heads. Even though the intake ports are huge, the
intake to exhaust flow ratio is poor. Small porting modifications done on the exhaust side can
often help tremendously. C8VE â€” Introduced the first year of the series engine. Combustion
chambers were 75 to 77 ccs and valve sizes were 2. The exhaust ports need work as the port
has poor flow. D0VE-C â€” Used in the beginning of the model year until the end of Similar to
the earlier head casting but suffered from limited airflow and poor exhaust. Valve sizes are 2.
These were a great alternative to Cobra Jet castings because they were so plentiful. They
offered better exhaust flow and good power in street engines up to 6, rpm. Combustion
chamber volumes vary between 71 to 75 ccs. Flows more air than the Police Interceptor cylinder
head and with some port work will make more power. Starting in the early s, Ford Performance
introduced several different versions of aluminum cylinder heads for the series engines.
Produced as strictly race heads requiring special pistons and intake. This cylinder head never
gained any popularity. Step up from the A cylinder heads with capability of horsepower. Require
special pistons with a minimal bore size of 4. The cylinder head will require porting with special
cast intake, rocker arms, and headers. It is the same cylinder head as the cast iron D00E-R in
aluminum form. Had an intake valve size of 2. The only difference was that they were produced
with a 1-degree difference in valve angle from the A Because of this difference in valve angle as

valve lifts reached above. The intake valve was reduced to 2. MSCJ â€” Produced from to
present with 2. Most popular Ford Performance head with redesigned valve angles and
locations to reduce cylinder wall shrouding and revised combustion chamber design for
centrally located valves. In the aftermarket there are manufacturers of cylinder heads that use
similarities of the Ford Performance cylinder heads with other enhancements or revisions. The
part number will represent the style of cylinder he ad with these modifications such as the A, B,
etc. Being intrigued by the performance potential and availability of aftermarket parts for a we
decided to build a stroker version for street use. The basis of the engine build came from a
customer who wanted something for a Ford F truck he was restoring in pro-street style. There
was not per say a budget for the build, but the customer did want to achieve power along with
reliability. Advertisement After looking for on-the-shelf parts we came up with a combination
that was quite surprising. We knew our best option was to choose an aftermarket
sportsman-style block with four bolt mains, priority main oiling, and a 4. This would be a.
Aftermarket cylinder heads have relatively small combustion chambers usually in the mid to low
70s, so the piston would need a 35 cc dish. The bottom end would consist of a forged
crankshaft with a 4. The cylinder heads we used had 72cc combustion chambers and with the
bottom end combination the compression ended up at For the intake we choose a single plane
with a Dominator flange because the customer wanted to use a cfm style carburetor. Other than
checking all clearances and having a custom ground camshaft and a nice oil pan the engine
was more than enough for this F on pump gasoline. The only custom piece on the entire build
was the headers, which had to be fabricated to fit the truck chassis. As you can see from the
dyno chart at left, a stroker engine has a lot of merit for performance use. The series engine was
a sure win for those individuals who appreciate Ford performance. Magazine Current Issue Past
Issues. Connect with us. Advertise Subscribe Contact Us. By Bob McDonald. Take for instance
the Flathead Ford V8 engine. Because of the deeper cylinders, early block internals could be
used into the later block, but some clearance tweaking may be needed to clear the
counterweights of early style crankshafts. Production cylinder heads for the series engines
were cast iron. After looking for on-the-shelf parts we came up with a combination that was
quite surprising. In this article: Ford , stroker. Watch Engine Builder's latest discussions and
explanations. Shop the latest Engine Builder merchandise. Stay up to date by signing up for the
Engine Builder newsletter. By Shop Solutions. By Brendan Baker. By Kyle Thompson. Engine of
the Week: Ford 5. Video: Ambient Temperatures and Diesel Engines. Video Series View More
Videos. Podcasts Listen To More Podcasts. Buyer's Guide Supplier Spotlight. Quality Cutter
Grinding. Contact: Ron Cantrell Phone: Fax: Learn More. Watch Commercial Free. Classic
Trucks! Continue Watching With Commercials. Parts In This Episode. From the junkyard to a
fresh, nearly-new powerplant. It's a TV build full of tech tips and fun facts about the good ole'
It's a low-cash project for money-strapped gearheads. Latest HorsePower Episodes. High
performance camshafts in the making and a Super Chevy celebration of Speed and beauty.
HorsePower builds a big block engine, augmented with two power adders. More Ford Big Block
Episodes. This week we set out to build a classic Ford on a rock bottom budget. Our Ford big
block is back and it time to see how much power we can cram into it. Want more content like
this? Join the PowerNation Email Newsletter. Parts Used In This Episode. Broad power,
noticeable idle, H, Complete K-Kit, includes lifters, springs, retainers, seals, locks, and timing
set. More Info. Jones Machine Racing Products, Inc. SB Ford alternator and water pump radius
tooth belt drive system,includes amp single wire alternator. Loctite Sealants and Thread locking
Compounds. Lokar Black under dash emergency brake handle. Pertronix Ignitor breaker points
conversion, replaces breaker point and troublesome factory electronic ignitions with a
dependable, self contained and maintenance free electronic ignition system. Flame-Thrower
coil, while it is the perfect coil to go with the PerTronix Ignitor breakerless ignition, our
Flame-Thrower canister coil can benefit virtually any distributor type inductive system. Summit
Racing Harwood 6" Cowl fiberglass lift-off hood and fasteners. Summit Racing Lokar floor
mount gas pedal, pedal kit,60 inch throttle cable. Turbonetics Turbocharger 88mm , 16 gauge
Stainless Steel hot and cold parts Mild Steel Headers , Spearco high flow air to air intercooler,
High flow Turbonetics wastegate, Silicone hose kit, Stainless T-bolt clamp kit. All other
necessary hardware to install kit. Making one horsepower per cubic inch on octane pump gas
with low compression and a relatively mild cam is pretty much a no-brainer, so when we asked
Ford stroker specialist Dan Nowak to come up with a hp, based combination for us, he whipped
out his calculator and drew up a formula that's good for to inches. You might think this would
be an expensive proposition, but it really isn't. By virtue of their generous bore spacing 4.
Combined with an offset-ground crank machined to accept big-block Chevy rods, these blocks
can be punched out to well over inches using off-the-shelf parts. And compared to big-block
Chevys and even Mopar s, Ford and cores are surprisingly easy to score in boneyards, so the

initial cost is low. Just look in any early-to-mid-'70s station wagon or fullsize car and you'll
probably find one. Since the only difference between the and is the crank, which is
interchangeable, it doesn't really matter which block you start with as long as you get a crank.
As far as cam selection goes, rather than pinning down a specific camshaft recommendation,
Nowak provided us with a duration and valve-lift range and suggests discussing your overall
combination with a cam company before you make a final decision. Generally he recommends
staying at the low end of the range for a heavy vehicle, while a lightweight car can take a bigger
cam. The bottom line is there's no good reason not to go for broke and build a , especially if
you've got a Fox-body Mustang. It'll fit pretty easily and will put you into the 10s in a well-setup
car. Close Ad. Matthew King writer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. What is it about
American iron that is all about massive? Chrysler's original Street Hemi had valve covers that
you could rent out as a dance floor. Pontiac's V-8 is a hefty chunk of iron and so are the Olds s.
Massive 3-inch main bearings and hefty iron heads combined at one time in the smog era to put
out a measly hp. Thank god those days are over. But in classic car crafter tradition, we see not
those inept days past and look instead to the massive amount of power we could create out of
all that iron. Here perhaps is one of the domestic world's overlooked power gold mines. Yes, it's
heavy, and yes, it costs more to build than a small-block Chevy-but then you already knew that.
Think of this as a line drawn in the sand. Are you man enough? We decided to do more than talk
about Ford's big-block and actually build one ourselves. Well, actually Jim Grubbs Motorsports
built it for us because we're inept at time management. The crew at JGM are true Ford fans, and
so we found an enthusiastic partner to point us down the proper path to Blue Oval power. Think
of this as looking at the horsepower world through Ford blue-tinted glasses. Very, heavy
glasses. The Lima series engine is one of Ford's most enduring powerplants. Arriving on the
scene in first as the in Lincolns and as the in other big Fords, this series engine survived until ,
a year run that is astounding given Ford's proclivity for change. This veteran engine can also be
found in motor home, marine, and even stationary industrial applications and has been
electronically fuel injected since We bought ours for a bit more from Memory Lane mainly as a
complete engine including all the accessories because we were in a hurry and couldn't take the
time to look for a less expensive version. Adopt one and take it home. The Ford gods will smile
on you. The and its cousin are big-bore, short-stroke thumpers. The employs a 3. This makes
increasing displacement on the easy enough. The rod length is 6. Most production blocks can
tolerate over-bores to 0. If you're willing to search for a thick-wall casting, it's possible to go to
0. If massive inches are your plan, there are several stroker crank options. You can offset-grind
the stock 2. Or plug in any one of three Scat cast stroker cranks. The main journals are massive
at 3. Be forewarned that these stroker cranks also generally require a sizeable investment in
Mallory metal to balance properly, and that heavy metal will significantly drive up the total cost
of a stroker swap. The stock iron heads are a tease. On the intake side, the oval-shaped intake
offers an attractive cross-sectional area for solid torque and horsepower potential along with
acceptable valve sizes of 2. But just like its small-block cousins, the exhaust ports are some of
the most restrictive we've come across. Exhaust port flow is so poor that using a big cam will
only kill power across the board. The long duration will hurt low-end torque, while the restricted
exhaust ports will choke any chance of making power at the higher engine speeds. Choosing a
decent iron production head is a quest to minimize the corks. All iron production heads from to
were closed chamber and 76 cc's. These are becoming increasingly hard to find, and we won't
even talk about the iron Cobra Jet and Boss aluminum castings-they might as well have been
buried with King Tut. In , Ford went to an open 95 to cc chamber, which should be avoided as
the worst of all the iron designs because it has no quench area and is therefore prone to
detonation. You can open up the exhaust ports on a stock set of heads to improve horsepower
potential. But also consider the time and money you will invest in new valves, guides, a valve
job, screw-in studs, guideplates, and purchasing all those parts. If it's purely a budget
approach, this is still roughly half the price of a set of new Edelbrock heads, for example. On the
plus side, you are also going to trim at least 60 pounds off the nose of your car with the
aluminum heads. The iron castings each weigh roughly 73 pounds complete while the alloy
Edelbrocks come in around 42 pounds each. Besides the Edelbrock castings, there are other
heads to choose from as well. Kaase moved the valves to unshroud flow and change angles,
and this head is especially powerful with larger displacement engines like a with a big cam. For
more details on these heads, log onto jonkaaseracingengines. The company offers both track
and street versions that are also worth investigating and are priced competitively with the
Edelbrock castings. For a low-rpm torque twister, the system works well. But for higher engine
speeds where the horsepower lives, there are a couple of things that need addressing. Ford
chose to lube the mains through the lifter galley, which means that the oil must pass through
the lifters on its way to the mains and rods. This path is full of restrictions, which both reduces

pressure and aerates the oil. Much like the Cleveland engines, the solution is to radically
increase oil pressure to the tune of 70 psi. The higher pressure reduces foaming and ensures oil
will make it all the way from the front-mounted oil pump back to the rear main. If oil starvation
occurs, the rear main and rods will suffer the most. JGM also recommends a solid
distributor-gear drive pin like an industrial rivet instead of the hollow roll pin, because the stock
pin shears off trying to drive the higher pressures. This pressure also demands a race-style
filter to prevent bursting. Of course, this also means being very careful when the engine is cold
to limit pressure-induced filter explosions when the oil is more viscous. After dredging a
complete out of a '73 Lincoln Continental, we dissected it and delivered the block, crank, and
rods to JGM. To create a solid foundation, we decided on also investing in a good short-block
with a set of Federal-Mogul forged Speed-Pro flat-top pistons in case we decided to squeeze a
little nitrous in the future. These pistons also gave us a pump-gas-friendly compression ratio
when paired with the 95cc-chamber Edelbrock heads. Grubbs then supplied a set of rebuilt
truck rods using ARP bolts to add a measure of durability. JGM also bored and torque-plate
honed the block and oversaw machining our crank down 0. JGM has built a healthy see the
Project dyno chart with completely ported iron production heads, but Grubbs reports that
unless you enjoy a challenge, the effort really doesn't pay off in terms of the investment versus
the ultimate power gain. These heads are intended to use roller rockers, so we plugged in a set
of Harland Sharp 1. This brought us to cam selection, and it just seemed a good idea to go with
Edelbrock's entire Performer RPM package that uses a streetable flat-tappet hydraulic camshaft
see Cam Specs sidebar. JGM then assembled the with its recommended oiling-system changes
and bolted the engine to the dyno. This test was performed on Grubbs' own SuperFlow engine
dyno, but the cell does not leave room for a complete exhaust system. We also decided to test
both Edelbrock hydraulic cams. The Performer-Plus cam is designed for torque while the RPM
cam offers more duration and lift for a major horsepower boost. The Performer cam made some
awesome torque with lb-ft, but that same short cam timing only managed hp. This spurred the
JGM crew to swap in the larger RPM cam to which the responded with a pump-gas-fed peak
horsepower at a mere 5, rpm while shaking the floor with lb-ft of torque at 4, rpm. Even in a
4,pound car, this is good enough for low 12s to high 11s depending on the weather and altitude.
This motor was incredibly easy to assemble and required no custom parts. Do it yourself in
your garage. Bolt it in your favorite Ford and you've got a tire-roaster. The JGM crew also clued
us in on a simple valvetrain adjustment on these engines. Rebuilding one of these Lima engines
usually involves removing the block and the heads. If using one of the tall-deck-height blocks,
this could involve milling as much as 0. Retaining the fulcrum-rocker system with a
shorter-deck-height or milled heads creates excessive lifter preload. Crane makes a kit PN with
0. This minor change accomplishes two things. It is generally worth improved idle quality and
more importantly minimizes the amount the lifter can "pump up" at higher engine speeds. While
this may appear insignificant, a minimal hydraulic-lifter preload is generally worth power at
higher engine speeds. While researching this story, we found a forum on network Find the
search button and type in series Ford and you'll get to ford. Its tech forum gives members a
chance to ask questions and get answers on these engines and related big-block Ford
information. Check it out. Close Ad. They're everywhere, making them a simple score for an
easy hp from the Ford Jeff Smith writer Jim Grubbs photographer. What's Out There. Bores and
Strokes. Networking At Its Best. Test 1 is using the Performer-Plus Edelbrock cam. Test 2
employed the longer-duration Performer RPM grind. The motor made awesome torque and
respectable horsepower with the smaller cam, but it may be a bit too short for the 9.
Compression down at 8. JGM wasn't satisfied with hp, so they tried a 1-inch open-plenum
spacer and a set of 2-inch headers. Horsepower jumped to and torque improved everywhere
from 3, rpm on up, peaking at lb-ft at 4, Run a 3. Cam Specs Adv. Duration 0. Generally, anything
around 70 percent or higher is considered good. The exhaust-flow numbers were generated
with a flow pipe. RPM TQ HP 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 6, 6, 6, Avg Share on Facebook Share on
Twitter. This is our ci motor built by the JGM crew with 9. This test of The JGM ci Ford featured
a Comp mechanical-roller cam and fully ported factory iron heads squeezing We're not looking
to pick a fight with Chevy or Mopar guys here, we just want to set the record straight where it
comes to certain technical blind spots that some single-brand fans have. It's often the case that
we see and hear the things that back up our theory of the universe. It's a thing called
confirmation biasâ€”a term we often hear in politically charged conversationsâ€”and it also
occurs in hot rodding. As a Mopar fan, your author has a more than passing familiarity with the
Chrysler Wedge and Hellcat Hemi reactor cores. I currently own both. I've also lived life behind
the wheel of a potent ci big-block Chevy-powered Chevelleâ€”but I've always watched from a
distance as the big-block Ford guys laid low and kept winning. The Ford ci series
big-blockâ€”also named the "Lima" engine after the original city of its manufacture in

Ohioâ€”began in passenger cars and found its way into the Thunderbird starting around as a
smaller ci unit and in to the Lincoln Mark III as a Still wet behind the ears when the bottom fell
out of the performance industry in , the ci big-block became a staple of trucks, where it
continued quietly in production until With its factory h orsepower rating falling as low as in , it's
no wonder the Ford is often ignored by hot rodders at any budget. Let's be clear up front: I t
wouldn't be fair to compare an aged-out big-block truck engine to today's current,
mass-produced high-tech fuel-injected small-blocks. Since then, Jon has added a dozen
mountain-motor Pro Stock championships as well as winning the coveted Engine Masters
Challenge six timesâ€”all with Ford power. What does Jon Kaase see in the big-block Ford that
others miss? That's what we're here to answer! Not all passenger-car big-block cylinder cases
are created equal, so it pays to know which ones have the most beefcake, especially where it
comes to making big power with production blocks. It's not like it's in a boat where you can just
go wide-open throttle until you run out of water. When we do use a stock block, we can make
with no trouble at all. We have one engine here since the year and it's a 0. That's all we've got
done to it. We've done all our testing on all those cylinder heads that we worked on on that
motor. It's been different cubic inches, but most of the time it's been It's a 4. We've made
anywhere between and horse s with it, and we've been beating on it for 20 years. It's got
two-bolt stock capsâ€”we might've bushed the lifter bores at one timeâ€”but it's basically a
stock passenger-car block. Dimensionally, the block is larger than Mopar and Chevy in the
places where it matters. In stock form, the Ford weighs about 40 pounds more than the similarly
sized Chevy and Mopar , and while that extra mass may slow it down in stock form, the extra
meat means the purchase of a stronger aftermarket block can be put off until almost 1, hp. Over
the years, the Ford block has not changed. Other than the fortuitous addition of an extra
quarter-inch of bore at the bottom on the crankcase that happened around and that doesn't
affect the interchangeability of parts , you won't have to become an expert o n obscure Ford
minutia in order to build one. When selecting a block, Kaase says, there's not much to consider.
If it's or newer, it will have the cylinder walls that are a quarter inch longer, and that's pretty
helpful when you put a big stroke in it because the pistons aren't dropping out of the bore as
far. There are some older four-bolt blocks, some Cobra Jet blocks, back in , maybe. Those are
nice because the bulkheads and the mains are a little bit stronger, but the cylinder walls aren't
really any better. On the basis of deck height alone, the Mopar wins with the clocking in at a
stout The Ford â€”at Regarding the Ford's Either the rod's got to be real short or the
compression distance has got to be real short; something's got to happen to get it to 9. It's here
where we see the biggest advantage with the Ford. With a whopping 4. The 4. Why's this
important? Because feeding big cubic inches for big power means being able to move air into
and exhaust out of the cylinder. A bigger bore is critical to doing that, so while you can certainly
go big with a Mopar, the ability to move airflow is hampered by its smaller bore. The Chevy only
fares marginally better than the Mopar, with a 4. A tall deck, big airflow, and wide bores can only
make power if there's real estate down below to clear swinging rods, and the Ford wins big
here. According to Kaase, a Ford can go all the way up to ci without a builder having to touch
the block for clearance anywhere, and cubes can go much higher with only minimal massaging.
For the DIY guy in a garage, this can be a critical sticking point, and considering the stack-up of
cost savings seen elsewhere, it's far more likely that an amateur engine builder could build an to - hp engine at home without getting stuck. You know, the cam is pretty high in the block, so
the timing chain's longer. The cam sits higher in the block so the cam never hits the connecting
rods or anything. It has an advantage there in the stroke. In fact, most aftermarket blocks will
tout some kind of raised cam featureâ€”which requires special timing gear and valvetrainâ€”but
if you're looking for the maximum clearance for stroke without grinding on the rotating
assembly, the Ford wins this category , too. One of the things most engine builders expect to
deal with when building high-horsepower engines with non-stock valvetrains and aftermarket
cylinder heads is lots of upgrading in the valvetrain department. Since the Ford is so beefy and
so few components need to be massaged and moved around, valvetrain stability is maintained
with relative ease. No girdles, no shaftsâ€”just bolt-on stuff. Here, Kaase says the Ford has the
advantage. We've made 1, horse s with that stuffâ€”stock-type rockers. With regular
stud-mounted rockers and no stud girdle on the SR, we've made 1, horse s like that. Those
heads are pretty strong up there; we didn't ever have any failures. They're in the habit of
breaking the stud bosses off. Like the small-block Ford, the big-block camshaft thrust is also
handled by a thrust plate bolted to the block. No buttons, no machining to the timing cover, no
springsâ€”just stick the cam in and bolt the plate to the block. Get the cam thrust button wrong
on a Chevy and tear up a camshaft and a set of lifters, and all your hard work will go sailing out
the window. There's no other big-block family on the planet that can reasonably support hp with
junkyard head bolts and stock head gaskets, but the Ford can. Says Kaase, "The blocks only

have 10 head bolts, but they're big ones. There's generally no trouble with head gaskets.
They're blind holes, so you don't have coolant coming up through the head-bolt holes and
rusting the bolts. To me, it's easier. You can do stock head bolts if you want, you know?
Junkyard head bolts. They're not going anywhere. You could read reasons 1 through 9, and
none of them would make a difference in the outcome without this final advantage. There's a lot
of aftermarket support for the Ford , especially as it relates to airflow. With available stroker kits
compatible with the stock block as large as ci 4. Of course, the whole idea behind increasing the
cubic inches of a big-block is to increase the power without adding boost, nitrous, or rpm. If
that's your goal, a superior cylinder head is a must, and that's an area of expertise in which Jon
Kaase excels. In fact, manufacturing big-block Ford cylinder heads of his proprietary design is
the main reason Jon Kaase Racing Engines exists. We asked him about the cylinder heads on
the market as well as the challenges of building cylinder heads for the Ford market:. They're
really good wedge heads for those enginesâ€”the valves are moved enough in the head, back
toward the intake manifold, that it shortens up the intake port just a little bit, and then that
knocks a bunch of cc's out of it. So you could have one head that's got less cc's in the intake
port, but the ports are bigger. You have to be careful about that. You know there's the aluminum
passenger-car heads that have the stock valve placement and angles, like the Edelbrock stuff.
There's some of those Chinese heads that are all about the same, and they're a little bit better
than the stock head, but they're not a lot better. The Air Flow Research head is a pretty good
step away from those. It's not bad. It's got some stuff moved around, and it takes its own intake
manifoldâ€”it really doesn't fit anything but their manifold. We used to make those things for
Ford, and we lost our guy there and we ended up losing our deal; that's why we did the P ,
because we didn't any longer make the Ford head. But those valve placements and angles are
pretty close to the same between the Ford Motorsport Super Cobra Jet and the P Those are a
pretty good departure from the stock valve layout. They take a little bit different valve pocket in
the piston on the intake, and that's all, but they're considerably better on power. It would be 75
or hp better than any of the other stuff. Building a hot big-block Ford for the street or track
doesn't require a stroker kit, but it sure helps. Kaase says there are a lot of offerings to choose
from in the budget realm, and he's seen them hold up just fine when power is kept within
reason. The thing is, you'd like to build the motor a little bigger, so we use different cranks.
Most of the forgings come from offshore , you know? Scat, Ea
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gle, Molnar, and Lunati and some of those companiesâ€”I don't know if those cranks come
from exactly the same placeâ€”they're all Chinese forgings, but they're machined here, a lot of
them, and they're finished here, and they're strong. It's not something that we ever see break.
The stock crank would probably never fail in stock form, but for us it's not quite a big enough
stroke. The piston decks were all crooked, you know? The thing is, you'd never want to spend a
bunch of money on the stock rods, like, to put bolts in them and have them reconditioned and
stuff, because when you get done, you're a third of the way to buying a set of Eagle, or Scat, or
Lunati rods or something, and they're really nice H-beam rods, and they work just great. I don't
think we've ever hardly seen one fail. Close Ad. Johnny Hunkins Author. What I s a Big-Block ?
The Valvetrain I s Really Stable. Cylinder Sealing I s Excellent. There's Lots of Heads and
Intakes Available. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.

